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Roll out of Cerner® H&P

- EPRs
- Practical demonstration in powerchart®
EPR

Advantages:
Patient:
  Patient record (vs silo records)
  E-prescribing
  Education
  Safety

Hospital:
  Efficiency
  Capturing billing
  Federal incentives
EPR

Disadvantages:

- Learning curve
- Time
- Correct information input essential
- Down time
How to:

- Current encounter
- Adhoc charting
- Pre-procedural H&P
- Communicate write ‘EPR’ on paper chart face sheet near your initials
- Modifiable
  - right click in form browser
- Print
  - right click on unopened document in from browser.
  - Print after anesth consult
Current limitations

- Height and weight
- Previous procedures ‘disappear’ off screen – but do print out
- ‘No home meds’ doesn’t print
- lots of tweeking still needed
  - Print out
  - Wording to meet regulatory requirements
Thank you for your patience!